
The Incandescence Guidebook to Vault of Glass 
Do you have the heart of a raider but the armor of a scrub? The resolve of a bull but the weaponry of a 

cub scout? The valor of a knight but the experience of a… really inexperienced thing? 

I did too. And then I went to the Vault of Glass with Incandescence, and overnight, I went from a hairless 

boy with acne and dietary restrictions to a man with hair on his hair that eats guts and success. You can 

too. If it’s your first time in the Vault of Glass, fear not! This guide will lead you down the path to 

glorious victory, so that you, too, can look for the light. 

  

* Incandescence is more than just the six ruggedly handsome men pictured above – it was just the only screenshot I had handy. We’re awesome 

though. Trust me on this. 
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0 | Preamble & Preparation 
First of all, thanks for downloading The Incandescence Guidebook to the Vault of Glass. If you have any 

feedback for me, I can be reached on Reddit (/u/Jammerware). 

0.1 – Disclaimer 
At all but the highest and most hardcore levels of play, raiding is subjective. It’s an art, not a science. 

Because of this, you’re going to find other guides that tell you to do things differently, and quite 

obviously, they’re not wrong. And neither am I. So shut up and just do what I tell you, and everything 

will be fine. Probably. 

But seriously, treat this guide as a reference – it does communicate one path that, when executed 

properly, will absolutely lead to success, but if you find that a strategy presented here isn’t working for 

you, change it up. Then hit me up on Reddit to tell me about it. 

Additionally, while this guide does make an attempt at accurately describing loot drops, it’s exactly that 

– an attempt. I’ve only added things to the loot lists that I’ve seen drop personally, either via YouTube or 

my own runs, or things that I can reasonably infer from context (IE, if I see the Warlock raid gloves drop 

from the Gatekeepers fight, I assume that the chest and boots can, too). I’ll continue to update the loot 

lists as we learn more about the raid as a community. 

Good luck, and eyes up, Guardians! 

0.2 – How to use this guide 
Read it, dumbass. 

Just kidding. If you’re solely interested in strategy and how to beat the encounters, stick to the Strategy 

and Roles sections for each. These sections don’t explain why you’re doing the things you’re doing – 

only what the things you’re doing actually are and when you should do them. 

If you’re curious about the actual mechanics of each encounter (and how the encounter design leads to 

the strategy presented in Strategy and Roles), also read the opening section under the title of each 

encounter. This will give you a much more comprehensive overview of what’s involved in each one. 

Lastly, if you’re having trouble with a specific encounter, be sure to consult the Other tips section. These 

sections don’t present any information critical to your understanding of the encounter or to beating it, 

but they may be useful if your group needs that last push to get over the difficulty hump. 

0.3 – Preparing for the Vault of Glass 
The raid inspires a lot of questions in the community along the themes of:  

- “When will I be ready for the Vault of Glass?” 

- “Is [some gear] good enough to try the raid?” 

- “Do I need to upgrade my weapons and armor before attempting the Vault?” 

http://reddit.com/u/jammerware
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This is understandable – the raid is one of the most exciting experiences in Destiny, and it’s totally 

reasonable to want to get into it as fast as you can. However, taking a few relatively attainable steps to 

prepare yourself will make your first time through the Vault of Glass a much more enjoyable experience. 

First, the absolute minimum level at which you can at all comfortably enter the Vault of Glass is 26. Yes, 

an extremely experienced group of well-geared Guardians can carry a level 25 through it successfully, 

but remember that damage dealt in Destiny is heavily reduced by a level disparity between the Guardian 

and the target, and enemies near the end of the Vault are 28 – a level 25 Guardian will deal around 50% 

less damage to a level 28 enemy than would a level 28 Guardian, even if they’re using identical 

weapons. Do the right thing here – be 26 at least. 27 is much better, especially if you’re going in a pick-

up group.  

Second, regardless of your level, it’ll benefit you greatly to collect a few weapons and upgrade them as 

much as possible, at least to the point where they require Ascendant Energy if you don’t have any. Your 

primary weapon will be by far the most important, but a void-type special weapon and heavy weapon 

will also be extremely helpful, particularly if you’re level 26 or 27. Rare-level weapons are fine for this, 

but if you’ve reached rank 3 with the Crucible, you can pick up a legendary void fusion rifle (the 77 

Wizard) for 150 marks. You can also get a legendary void machine gun (THE SWARM) from the Vanguard 

for 150 marks if you’ve reached level 3 with them. 

Contrary to many opinions, you don’t need a legendary primary weapon to be successful in the Vault of 

Glass – a fully upgraded level 20 Rare weapon will get the job done, particularly if you have a skilled and 

patient group. 

Last, be prepared to be patient, and be prepared to wipe. It’s going to happen. No matter how many 

YouTube videos you watch and no matter how many comprehensively and painstakingly written PDFs 

you read, the Vault of Glass will beat you a few times – sometimes a few hundred times. Make sure 

you’ve got a group ready to work through it, and before long you’ll be dancing around Atheon’s corpse. 

You know, if he left a corpse when he died. (Spoiler alert: he doesn’t.) 

  

http://www.destinydb.com/items/1662109540-77-wizard
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1662109540-77-wizard
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3096129877-the-swarm
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1 | Opening the door 
This is the first encounter in the Vault of Glass, and appropriately, it’s very easy to understand. When 

you spawn in the Vault of Glass “instance” (although this portion is public, so you may see other 

Guardians around), you’ll be facing the door to the Vault. There are three sync plates similar to the one 

you saw at the end of the “Eye of a Gate Lord” campaign mission – one in front of the door, one to the 

far left, and one to the far right. 

The objective is simple: control of all three sync plates long enough for the Spire – a central object that 

will construct itself as you maintain control – to build and open the door. Waves of Vex will spawn, 

including Goblins, Hobgoblins, Harpies, and occasional Praetorians, and will assault each sync plate 

simultaneously. While the rest of the Vex don’t harm your progress on the Spire and deal only moderate 

damage, the Praetorians deal spectacular damage and will cause you to quickly lose control of your 

plate if they step inside it. While any plate is not under your control, your progress on constructing the 

Spire will regress rapidly. 

Once the door is opened, the encounter ends, and you can proceed into the Vault and collect your hawt 

lootz. 

1.1 – Strategy 
Since there are three sync plates and six guardians, the mathematically inclined among you will infer 

that a 2-2-2 split – 2 guardians on each plate – is reasonable. And you’ll be right.  

Each plate has two nearby spawn points from which enemies will come (the left and right plates actually 

share one with the central plate – the point spawns enemies for each side alternately). The general 

strategy is for each team of two to split up and cover each spawn point, call for help from their partner 

when a Praetorian spawns, and otherwise just murder Vex. If you’re of proper level and gear, you 

shouldn’t find this outstandingly difficult. Minor losses of control on your plate are a non-issue, as the 

Spire will continuously build while all three plates are under control, but the more continuous control 

you have, the faster you enter the Vault. 

1.2 – Roles 
Note that each role’s position is stated in relationship to an observer facing the door of the Vault from 

the entrance to the mission (i.e., a Left role is on your left as you face the Vault door, and a Front role is 

nearest to the entrance of the mission). 

Left Plate / Front 

This Guardian helps control the left sync plate and defends the spawn point in front of it (furthest from 

the door to the Vault). 

Left Plate / Rear 

This Guardian helps control the left sync plate and defends the spawn point to the rear of it (nearest the 

door to the Vault and shared with Middle Plate / Left). 
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Middle Plate / Left 

This Guardian helps control the middle sync plate and defends the spawn point to the left of it (shared 

with Left Plate / Rear). 

Middle Plate / Right 

This Guardian helps control the middle sync plate and defends the spawn point to the right of it (shared 

with Right Plate / Rear). 

Right Plate / Rear 

This Guardian helps control the right sync plate and defends the spawn point to the rear of it (nearest 

the door to the Vault and shared with Middle Plate / Right). 

Right Plate / Front 

This Guardian helps control the right sync plate and defends the spawn point in front of it (furthest from 

the door to the Vault). 

1.3 – Loadouts 
All roles can use similar loadouts for this encounter, and you have a degree of flexibility – all other 

considerations being equal, choose the weapons that work best for you.  

However, special and heavy weapons that deal Void damage are tremendously useful and should be 

used over weapons of the same quality that deal other types of damage, particularly if you’re lower level 

(26-27) or don’t have a fully upgraded legendary or exotic primary weapon. This is primarily due to the 

Praetorians, which can be difficult to bring down without void damage. 

1.4 – Other tips 
 If you’re having trouble bringing down Praetorians, ensure you’re using void special and heavy 

weapons. Also, if you’re a Titan or Warlock, consider using the Defender and Voidwalker 

subclasses respectively for this encounter to deal more damage with grenades and melee. 

 Note that four of the six roles in this encounter are defending from a spawn point that is shared 

with a different plate than their own. These four Guardians can assist nearby plates by landing 

some damage on Praetorians that spawn from the point, even if the Praetorian is headed to a 

different plate. 

 If your raid has any weaker or relatively under-geared Guardians, consider placing them in the 

Left Plate / Front or Right Plate / Front roles, as these don’t need to concern themselves with 

supporting nearby plates. 

1.5 – Loot 
The loot for this encounter can be found inside the Vault in a chest a short distance down the path 

beyond the door. It’s well-lit and very difficult to miss. 

Materials 

- 2x Ascendant Energy 

- 2x Ascendant Shard 
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2 | Defending the Confluxes  
After making your way down the treacherous path from the door into the Vault proper, you’ll find 

yourself above a large, well-lit room with a glowing conflux (tower of light) immediately below you in 

the center. This is the room in which the next two (for the purposes of this guide, anyway) encounters 

will take place. Don’t jump down until your raid is ready – doing so will begin the encounter. 

 

The primary focus of the encounter is to defend confluxes as waves of Vex attempt to rush them and 

sacrifice themselves. There are a total of three confluxes that appear over the course of the event, and if 

four Vex sacrifice themselves to any single conflux, an instantaneous hard wipe will occur. There are 

three phases: central conflux only, left/right confluxes only, and all three confluxes. 

In each phase, gameplay proceeds identically (albeit with an increasing difficulty curve as the number of 

adds and confluxes increase): Vex will spawn from five points (left, middle, right, and one between each, 

all at the rear of the room) and make their way toward the nearest active conflux. Enemy types include 

Goblins, Hobgoblins, Harpies, Minotaurs, and Fanatics (a type of Goblin that drops a glowing green pool 

when killed). Any Vex that arrives at a conflux alive will attempt to sacrifice itself to it, which takes about 

two seconds.  
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Additionally, the Templar appears in the rear middle area of the room when the encounter begins. It will 

regularly open fire on visible Guardians, so taking cover is occasionally a necessity. The Templar also 

periodically casts “Ritual of Negation” (which will be called out to all Guardians as a notification). 

Independently, this spell has no effect other than a mild distortion in your field of view. However, if you 

come into contact with a green pool dropped by a slain Fanatic, you’ll receive a debuff called “Mark of 

Negation.” Should you have this debuff when Ritual of Negation is cast, you’ll die upon completion of 

the cast. 

In front of the Templar is a glowing pool of light. Any Guardian who enters this area with the Mark of 

Negation debuff will have it removed and will receive a “CLEANSED” notification. However, this pool has 

a limited number of uses that seems to replenish after each Ritual of Negation – if Guardians are marked 

while the pool is empty, they’ll die during the next Ritual. 

Lastly, at the end of each phase, all Guardians will receive a notification: “The Templar sends forth its 

legions”. When this happens, the any active confluxes will disappear, and each lane (left, middle, and 

right) will receive a sudden influx of adds. Left and right lanes will receive Major (yellow-health) harpies, 

and the middle lane will receive a huge wave of Fanatics.  

The encounter ends after all three phases are over and at least one Guardian is standing. 

Note: This encounter leaves no downtime between it and the next one (Defeating the Oracles). Be ready 

to move on quickly. However, should your raid be defeated during the next encounter, you won’t need 

to repeat this one. 

2.1 – Strategy 
For all the complication of the mechanics of this encounter, the strategy itself is relatively simple – kill 

each enemy before it reaches a conflux, don’t touch the green Fanatic pools, and if you do, run to the 

center to be cleansed.  

Similar to the “Opening the door” encounter, this one lends itself well to dividing the raid into three 

groups of two guardians. One group goes left, defends the left conflux, and kills enemies spawning from 

the left spawn point. The second goes right and does the same on the right, and the remaining two 

guardians cover middle and coordinate between themselves to flex to left or right depending on which 

group needs help. 

During the “legions” callout event, ignore the confluxes (since they’re inactive anyway). Your sole focus 

should be on staying alive and keeping the Fanatics contained so that their pools don’t become 

unmanageable. 

2.2 – Roles 
Note that each role’s position is stated in relationship to an observer facing the Templar from the 

entrance to the room. 
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Left 1 / Left 2 

These guardians primarily defend the left conflux and kill enemies spawning from the left spawn point. 

They also use downtime to fire at enemies spawning in the middle area from their position on the left. 

They’ll coordinate their positions to cover a large area of the left side of the room while still being in 

range to revive or assist each other as needed. 

Middle 1 / Middle 2 

These guardians primarily defend the middle conflux and kill enemies spawning from the middle spawn 

point. They also use downtime to assist the nearby left and right areas and flex to assist them as 

requested. They’ll coordinate their positions so that they can quickly respond to requests for help from 

either side will still maintaining control of the middle conflux and stairs area. 

Right 1 / Right 2 

These guardians primarily defend the right conflux and kill enemies spawning from the right spawn 

point. They also use downtime to fire at enemies spawning in the middle area from their position on the 

right. They’ll coordinate their positions to cover a large area of the right side of the room while still 

being in range to revive or assist each other as needed. 

2.3 – Loadouts 
Void damage is far less important during this encounter when compared to others, so use your favorite 

primary and the best special and heavy weapons you have. Due to the high density of the groups of 

adds, rocket launchers are preferable to heavy machine guns in the heavy weapon slot. However, if you 

experience difficulty bringing down the void-shielded Minotaurs which spawn regularly, feel free to 

switch to a heavy machine gun, particularly if you have an AoE super such as Fist of Havoc or Nova 

Bomb. 

Guardians filling the Middle 1 and Middle 2 roles should consider a fusion rifle in the special weapon 

slot, as they are supremely effective against Fanatics during the “legions” callout event. 

2.4 – Other tips 
 If you’re having trouble staying alive as a Striker Titan or Blade Dancer Hunter, try your other 

spec – the life-saving nature of Ward of Dawn versus the more dangerous Fist of Havoc and the 

relative safety of Golden Gun over Arc Blade may make it an easier fight. 

 Remember that you don’t need to concern yourselves with the confluxes during the “legions” 

callout event, as they disappear and can’t be assaulted by the Vex during this time. If your raid is 

really having trouble surviving it, you can actually circumvent the entire mechanic by simply 

jumping to a side platform or island where you can’t be attacked and waiting – the extra adds 

will despawn after some time and the confluxes will reappear, signaling that it’s safe to return to 

the main floor. 

2.5 – Loot 
This encounter doesn’t award any loot. Don’t worry. More’s coming. 
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3 | Defeating the Oracles 

Immediately after the three confluxes have been defended, the Oracles encounter begins. This is 

arguably a continuation of the previous encounter, but an important distinction is that any wipe that 

occurs during this stage allows the raid to continue at the beginning of Oracles encounter rather than at 

the beginning of “Defending the Confluxes.” 

This encounter bears many similarities to the previous one. Adds (including Goblins, Hobgoblins, and 

Minotaurs, and Harpies) spawn from the left, middle, and right spawn points at the rear of the room just 

as before, and the Templar will shoot at visible Guardians as he did in the previous encounter. A new 

minor wrinkle manifests itself at this point in the form of Hobgoblin snipers that spawn on “islands” in 

the far left and right areas of the room and take potshots at the raid. 

 

* The confluxes don’t actually appear in this encounter – they’re just pictured here to better communicate the relative positions 

of the Oracles. 

 

The notable new twists are, appropriately, the Oracles. At the beginning of the encounter, you’ll hear 

seven distinct tones and see seven balls of golden light appear briefly in seven different locations around 

the room. This is the Vault teaching you where Oracles can spawn and what to look and listen for so that 
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you know when they do. Following this brief tutorial, the first wave of Oracles and the add waves begin 

to spawn.  

Oracles don’t move or attack. However, if they aren’t killed within ten seconds of spawning, they will 

debuff every member of the raid with “Marked for Negation” (identical to the debuff seen in the 

previous counter). As before, if marked raid members don’t cleanse themselves using the glowing pool 

in front of the Templar, they’ll be instantly killed when the Templar finishes casting Ritual of Negation. 

In total, there are seven increasingly lengthy waves of Oracles and adds spaced 50 seconds apart (except 

the last two, which each occur 60 seconds after the previous one). If a single guardian remains alive 

after the last add dies, the encounter ends in success. 

3.1 – Strategy 
Given the similarity between this encounter and the previous one, many of the elements of the strategy 

that applied to the Confluxes encounter also apply here. Divide your raid into three groups of two 

guardians and send one group left, one right, and one to the middle. Guardians should be diligent about 

clearing adds, but Oracles should always be first priority, as the need for a group cleanse can be very 

debilitating to add control.  

Note that the groups on the left and right will need to be proactive about keeping the Hobgoblin snipers 

under control, as one shot from their weapons virtually requires that the victim take cover to regenerate 

shields, reducing their uptime on add control. 

This fight can grow chaotic quickly due to the need to reposition to cover Oracle spawns or Minotaur 

adds, so guardians should be prepared to assist nearby teams as necessary. 

Lastly, it’s very helpful to assign a name for each Oracle to call out to the raid when it spawns. Here are 

some common ones (refer to the diagram on the previous page for the Oracle numbers): 

Oracle 
number 

Name & Location Covered by 

1 “Middle” – in the center of the middle area near 
the center conflux 
 

Left Float, Middle 1, Middle 2 

2 “Left Front” – near the left conflux 
 

Left Oracle Slayer, Left Float, 
Middle 1, Middle 2 

3 “Right Front” – near the right conflux Middle 1, Middle 2, Right Float 

4 “Left Mid” – on the left side of the area midway 
between the left conflux and the left pillar 

Left Oracle Slayer, Left Float, 
Middle 1, Middle 2 

5 “Right Mid” – on the right side of the area up the 
stairs and to the right 

Right Oracle Slayer, Right Float 

6 “Left Hidden” – behind the pillar to the left of the 
Templar 

Left Oracle Slayer, Left Float, 
Right Oracle Slayer 

7 “Right Hidden” behind the pillar to the right of the 
Templar 

Right Float, Right Oracle Slayer, 
Left Oracle Slayer 
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3.2 – Roles 
Note that each role’s position is stated in relationship to an observer facing the Templar from the 

entrance to the room. 

Left Oracle Slayer 

This Guardian kills adds spawning on the left side of the room and uses downtime to clean up any adds 

abandoned by the Left Float guardian when assisting the Middle team. He/she positions himself/herself 

to cover Oracles spawning at positions 2, 4, 6, and 7 (left hidden, left mid, left front, and right hidden). 

Left Float 

This Guardian kills adds spawning on the left side of the room and use downtime to assist the middle 

team. They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 1, 2, and 4 (left mid, left front 

and middle). 

Middle 1 / Middle 2 

These Guardians kill adds spawning in the middle of the room and use downtime to assist the left and 

right teams. They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 1-4 (middle, left front, 

right front, and left mid). 

Right Float 

This Guardian kills adds spawning on the right side of the room and use downtime to assist the middle 

team. They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 3 and 5 (right front and right 

mid). 

Right Oracle Slayer 

This Guardian kills adds spawning on the right side of the room and uses downtime to clean up any adds 

abandoned by the Right Float guardian when assisting the Middle team. He/she positions 

himself/herself to cover Oracles spawning at positions 5-7 (right mid, left hidden, and right hidden). 

3.3 – Loadouts 
A great amount of flexibility is present here. A high-damage precision weapon such as a hand cannon, 

scout rifle, or pulse rifle is of great use in taking down Oracles quickly – bonus points if the weapon has a 

good clip size to ensure you don’t run out of ammo during a critical Oracle burn. The encounter 

mechanics favor heavy machine guns over rocket launchers due to the lack of dense add packs and the 

presence of shielded Minotaurs, but in general, anything that gets the job done is perfectly appropriate 

here. 

3.4 – Other tips 
 Guardians with upgraded legendary hand cannons, sniper rifles, or scout rifles can often kill 

Goblins and Hobgoblins with one or two shots to the weak point. These guardians are very 

useful in the Middle 1 and Middle 2 roles as they can easily control the middle lane and then 

flex left or right as required to help or take care of Hobgoblin snipers. 

 If you find that a particular Oracle is marking you often, encourage all guardians in position to 

damage that Oracle as dictated in the Strategy section to devote resources to killing it. 
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 If your group is experiencing difficulty with the Oracles in general, be aware that the Templar 

will disappear shortly before the Oracles appear. Encourage your Middle team to call this out to 

the rest of the raid so that they can prepare to locate and dispatch the Oracles. 

 If you’ve completed the Vault of Glass before and looted a weapon that has the Oracle Disruptor 

perk (such as Atheon’s Epilogue, Vision of Confluence, etc.),  consider upgrading and using these 

items – they grant bonus damage when attacking Oracles. 

 Listen carefully for the tone each Oracle makes when it spawns. The apparent direction of the 

tone can give you a clue as to which Oracle spawned. Tonally-adept Guardians may even be able 

to memorize the pitch of each tone and associate that with the location of the Oracle. 

3.5 – Loot 
Loot from this encounter appears automatically in your inventory when it ends successfully. 

Materials 

- 3x Ascendant Energy 

- 3x Ascendant Shard 

Armor 

- Hunter 

o Prime Zealot Cuirass – Legendary Chest 

o Prime Zealot Gloves – Legendary Gloves 

o Prime Zealot Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Titan 

o Kabr’s Wrath – Legendary Chest 

o Kabr’s Brazen Grips – Legendary Gloves 

o Kabr’s Forceful Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Warlock 

o Cuirass of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Chest 

o Gloves of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Gloves 

o Tread of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Boots 

Weapons 

- Corrective Measure – Legendary Machine Gun 

- Fatebringer – Legendary Hand Cannon (Hard Mode only) 

- Found Verdict – Legendary Shotgun 

- Hezen Vengeance – Legendary Rocket Launcher 

- Praetorian Foil – Legendary Fusion Rifle (Hard Mode only) 

- Praedyth’s Revenge – Legendary Sniper Rifle 

- Praedyth’s Timepiece – Legendary Pulse Rifle (Hard Mode only)  

http://destinydb.com/items/3833808556-prime-zealot-cuirass
http://destinydb.com/items/1835128980-prime-zealot-gloves
http://destinydb.com/items/1698410142-prime-zealot-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/3367833896-kabrs-wrath
ttp://destinydb.com/items/3851493600-kabrs-brazen-grips
ttp://destinydb.com/items/2504856474-kabrs-forceful-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/4079606241-cuirass-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/1883484055-gloves-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/3267664569-tread-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/152628833-corrective-measure
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3892023023-fatebringer
http://destinydb.com/items/892741686-found-verdict
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3807770941-hezen-vengeance#MMnFZKc8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1267053937-praetorian-foil
http://destinydb.com/items/3695068318-praedyths-revenge#1.MookCHy8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1603229152-praedyths-timepiece
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4 | The Templar 
At the conclusion of the Oracles encounter, your raid will have a little breathing room – the Templar 

boss fight won’t begin until you initiate it. Your raid should use this time to gather ammo and swap 

loadouts as desired. 

The Templar is a massive Hydra enemy with a white cylindrical shield that completed surrounds it. While 

this shield is active, Guardian attacks can’t damage the Templar. This includes all types of weapons, 

melee attacks, grenades, and Supers.  

However, this time, the Vault provides the tools you need to defeat the boss. In the center of the room, 

where the glowing pool of light that cleansed your raid of the Mark of Negation in the previous two 

encounters was previously, a Relic will be present. The Relic is a shield and melee weapon that must be 

carried by one Guardian in your raid during the Templar fight.  

For a discussion on the mechanics of the Relic, click here (to visit Appendix A). 

When a Guardian picks up the Relic, the encounter begins, and the Templar will teleport to the center 

area of the room and open fire on your raid. This will also cause a steady but moderately-paced stream 

of Harpies to spawn. They’ll continue to do so until the encounter ends, for better or for worse. 

The key to the encounter is that the Relic’s Super ability (Shield Blast), when aimed at the Templar, 

completely destroys its “impenetrable” shield and allows your raid a brief window to damage it. 

However, when the shield is destroyed, a few things will happen.  

The first is that your raid will receive the notification “The Templar is attempting to teleport” – this 

means that at the end of each burn phase, the Templar will appear at another location in the room with 

its shield restored. You’ll get a clue where it will appear, as the target location will have a glowing white 

ring on the ground around it. Should you choose to do so, you can send a Guardian to stand inside this 

ring before the Templar concludes its teleport. Doing so will temporarily prevent it from moving and 

restoring its shield, but if you do, a wave of four Minotaurs will immediately spawn. 

The second is that two to three Guardians in the raid will immediately become Detained. Detainment 

places a glowing red sphere around afflicted Guardians. This sphere prevents outgoing weapon fire, 

reduces movement speed significantly, and inflicts heavy damage if the target moves outside it. 

However, it can be quickly destroyed by applying damage to it. 

In addition to the Templar and Harpies that your raid has to contend with, the Oracles from the previous 

encounter will continue to spawn intermittently (at a much slower pace than before). As before, failing 

to bring down an Oracle in time will afflict the entire raid with Mark of Negation. This time, however, the 

cleansing pool from the previous encounter is no longer available (since one of you is now carrying the 

Relic). If your raid gets marked, the only source of cleansing available is the Relic carrier’s Cleanse ability 

(L1 / LB / Grenade).  
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Lastly, the Templar is the first encounter to feature an enrage mechanic. If the Templar is still alive after 

seven minutes of combat, the raid will receive the HUD alert “Enrage is near!” If it is alive after eight 

minutes of combat, Harpies will spawn more frequently, and Goblins and Minotaurs will begin to spawn 

as well. Oracles will also begin to appear two at a time. 

The encounter ends in success when the Templar is dead and at least one Guardian is still alive. 

4.1 – Strategy 
As with the previous encounters, the mechanical complexity of this fight ultimately results in a relatively 

simple strategy.  

Assign one Guardian as the Relic carrier, and space the rest out around the room to handle Harpies and 

Oracles. Since attacking the boss is futile without a coordinate burn phase initiated by the Relic carrier, 

the rest of your team is free to move around to take care of adds as desired. They should, however, be 

sure to keep cover between themselves and the boss, as the Templar’s ranged attacks can be 

devastating. Additionally, ensure that there’s always at least one Guardian in the vicinity of the Relic 

carrier in case the carrier dies and drops the Relic. 

When the Relic carrier brings the boss’s shield down, all Guardians should focus the boss (but should 

prioritize Oracles above this task if any are up) and maximize their damage with appropriate weapons. 

Once the boss teleports, normal add-clearing resumes until the Relic carrier is once again ready to bring 

down the shield. 

Should your raid become marked by Oracles, simply collapse on the Relic carrier. It can be beneficial to 

designate a predefined location to meet should a marking occur, but all non-Relic-carrying Guardians 

should see an icon above the Relic carrier’s head for easy location. 

It’s technically possible to prevent the Templar from teleporting by standing in his targeted teleport 

zone (and thus create a larger window to burn him in), but doing so results in the appearance of four 

Minotaurs and isn’t generally worth it unless you’re very near the enrage timer. 

4.2 – Roles 
Each role’s position is stated in relationship to an observer facing the Templar’s original location from 

the entrance to the room. 

NOTE: These roles are very similar to the ones described for the pre-Templar trash encounters 

(“Defending the Confluxes” and “Defeating the Oracles”), but they apply much more loosely in this 

encounter. Since the Templar moves erratically and can appear in several locations around the room, 

the encounter necessitates more movement from the raid. Guardians should also be prepared to move 

during burn phases – it’s more important to land damage on the boss than to stay in your assigned area. 

Of prime importance is ensuring that every Oracle spawn location is within visual range of someone 

during add-sweeping phases. 
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Relic Carrier 

This Guardian carries the Relic, and his/her first priority is destroying the boss’s shield as soon as 

possible after his/her Super ability becomes available and the rest of the raid has dispatched any 

Oracles. He/she also floats around the room between disruptions of the Templar’s shield and kills 

Harpies as rapidly as possible to replenish Super energy and assist the rest of the raid in sweeping adds. 

Left Oracle Slayer 

This Guardian kills adds from the left side of the room and uses downtime to clean up any adds 

abandoned by the Left Float guardian when assisting the Middle guardian. He/she positions 

himself/herself to cover Oracles spawning at positions 2, 4, 6, and 7 (left front, left mid, left hidden, and 

right hidden). 

Left Float 

This Guardian kills adds from the left side of the room and use downtime to assist the Middle Guardian. 

They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 1, 2, and 4 (left mid, left front and 

middle). 

Middle 

This Guardian kills adds from the middle of the room and use downtime to assist the left and right 

teams. They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 2-5 (middle, left front, right 

front, and left mid). 

Right Float 

This Guardian kills adds from the right side of the room and use downtime to assist the Middle 

Guardian. They position themselves to cover Oracles spawning at positions 3 and 5 (right front and right 

mid). 

Right Oracle Slayer 

This Guardian kills adds from the right side of the room and uses downtime to clean up any adds 

abandoned by the Right Float guardian when assisting the Middle Guardian. He/she positions 

himself/herself to cover Oracles spawning at positions 3, 6, and 7 (right mid, left hidden, and right 

hidden). 

4.3 – Loadouts 
Elemental damage is not required in any capacity for this encounter, so choose your favorite weapons 

freely. However, be very careful should you choose a rocket launcher in your heavy weapon slot – use of 

a rocket launcher while detained will kill you instantly (as the rocket explodes on impact on the 

detainment field). Grenades have a similar issue. Since AoE damage is largely unhelpful in this 

encounter, a machine gun is probably the better choice anyway. 

Relic carriers should be sure to choose a loadout that is effective in the encounter even though the 

choice is inconsequential when things go according to plan – should they die and force someone else to 

pick up the relic, they may have to assume another role in the fight. 
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4.4 – Other tips 
 Relic carriers can quickly escape the detainment shield by tapping R1 to Dash and Bash forward, 

then turning around and tapping R1 again to Dash and Bash in the opposite direction. This 

brings the detainment shield down while keeping you safely inside so you don’t die to 

Suppression Field. 

 If a Relic carrier and another Guardian have equal ability to kill a Harpy add, give priority to the 

Relic carrier, as the kill will replenish Super energy and lead to a quicker victory. 

 Be very careful not to be airborne when the Relic carrier brings down the Templar’s shield. If 

you are and are detained, your natural gravitational momentum will cause you to fall out of the 

detainment shield and die to Suppression Field. 

 If you’ve completed the Vault of Glass before and looted a weapon that has the Oracle Disruptor 

perk (such as Atheon’s Epilogue, Vision of Confluence, etc.),  consider upgrading and using these 

items – they grant bonus damage when attacking Oracles. 

4.5 – Loot 
Loot from this encounter appears automatically in your inventory when it ends successfully. 

Materials 

- 3x Ascendant Energy 

- 3x Ascendant Shard 

Armor 

- Hunter 

o Prime Zealot Cuirass – Legendary Chest 

o Prime Zealot Gloves – Legendary Gloves 

o Prime Zealot Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Titan 

o Kabr’s Wrath – Legendary Chest 

o Kabr’s Brazen Grips – Legendary Gloves 

o Kabr’s Forceful Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Warlock 

o Cuirass of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Chest 

o Gloves of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Gloves 

o Tread of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Boots 

Weapons 

- Corrective Measure – Legendary Machine Gun 

- Fatebringer – Legendary Hand Cannon (Hard Mode only) 

- Found Verdict – Legendary Shotgun 

- Hezen Vengeance – Legendary Rocket Launcher 

- Praetorian Foil – Legendary Fusion Rifle (Hard Mode only) 

- Praedyth’s Revenge – Legendary Sniper Rifle 

- Praedyth’s Timepiece – Legendary Pulse Rifle (Hard Mode only)  

http://destinydb.com/items/3833808556-prime-zealot-cuirass
http://destinydb.com/items/1835128980-prime-zealot-gloves
http://destinydb.com/items/1698410142-prime-zealot-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/3367833896-kabrs-wrath
ttp://destinydb.com/items/3851493600-kabrs-brazen-grips
ttp://destinydb.com/items/2504856474-kabrs-forceful-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/4079606241-cuirass-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/1883484055-gloves-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/3267664569-tread-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/152628833-corrective-measure
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3892023023-fatebringer
http://destinydb.com/items/892741686-found-verdict
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3807770941-hezen-vengeance#MMnFZKc8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1267053937-praetorian-foil
http://destinydb.com/items/3695068318-praedyths-revenge#1.MookCHy8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1603229152-praedyths-timepiece
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5 | The Gorgons’ Labyrinth 
After the Templar is defeated, your raid can finally enjoy the luxurious feeling of leaving that 

goddamned room. The exit leads to a dark path followed by a long drop (don’t forget to use your jump 

ability to slow your momentum and avoid a fall death). When you land at the bottom, you’ll be facing 

the Gorgons’ Labyrinth. 

The next encounter is – of all things – a stealth mission. Your goal is simple: Get from where you are to 

the next area. The challenge comes from the twisting maze between you and the exit and from the 

Gorgons, which are glowing white Harpies that move slowly through the area emitting high-pitched 

beeps to alert you to their position. If any member of your raid is spotted by a Gorgon, you will all 

receive the notification “A Gorgon has spotted its prey.” The Gorgon will begin casting Gorgon’s Gaze, 

and ten seconds later, your raid will wipe. 

If you successfully negotiate the maze, you’ll emerge on the opposite side of the room and will observe 

your next challenge: the jumping puzzle. 

5.1 – Strategy 
The vast majority of the challenge of this encounter comes from simply finding your way through the 

maze – if one raid member knows the way, the rest can follow him or her closely and generally manage 

well. This YouTube video is a good source for the path out of the maze (as well as the path to the two 

chests that are present within it). 

The mechanics of the Gorgons themselves are not yet fully understood. They respond to Guardians 

entering their proximity and can see Guardians unobstructed by cover within a moderate distance. They 

also seem to be able to hear the use of some abilities (such as supers or special jump abilities) and 

detect Guardians using them even if they are obscured by obstacles. In general, move slowly and stay 

crouched, especially when in the vicinity of a Gorgon – even if it can’t see you. 

5.2 – Roles 
Roles aren’t strictly necessary to traverse the maze, but your raid may elect to designate a point person 

who is familiar with the routes in order to keep the team coordinated and reduce the chance that a 

stray Guardian wipes the raid.  

5.3 – Loadouts 
Gear is unimportant in this encounter – you can die to Gorgons wearing an auto rifle just as easily as you 

can while wearing a hand cannon. 

5.4 – Other tips 
 If you’re having trouble finding a safe path to the exit, don’t forget that you can jump on top of 

the rock platforms in the maze – Gorgons don’t look upward unless their attention is attracted. 

 If your raid appreciates grimoire cards and doesn’t mind a potential wipe or two, it’s possible to 

kill a Gorgon. Have your raid equip rocket launchers and position yourselves near an 

unsuspecting Gorgon. If all 6 members open fire at the same time, throw grenades, and use 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ovcVSOHe9Hg
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applicable Super abilities, you should kill the Gorgon before it finishes casting Gorgon’s Gaze. 

This nets you a grimoire card the first time you do it and the disturbing notification “The 

Gorgons grow stronger” (which is simply a mechanic that prevents you from killing your way 

through the maze). You’ll also need to intentionally wipe your raid afterward if you do this 

before retrieving the chest inside the maze, as the door leading to it closes when a Guardian is 

detected. If you’re having trouble doing this after a couple of attempts, consider coming back 

when your group is a little more geared – Guardians at level 26 or 27 deal far less damage to a 

Gorgon than ones at level 28, 29, or 30. 

5.5 – Loot 
There are two chests in the vicinity of the maze, but neither is obvious, and they’re easily missed. Refer 

to the video linked in the Strategy section for their specific locations, but one can be found before 

entering the maze to the left at the top of a series of rocks in a tunnel. The second can be found by 

hugging the right wall of the maze.  

It seems to be very common (but not guaranteed) that Guardians looting the first chest for the first time 

ever receive their class item. The second chest drops only ascendant materials. 

Materials 

- 3x Ascendant Energy 

- 3x Ascendant Shard 

Weapons 

- Any exotic weapon (except the Vex Mythoclast) 

Armor 

- Fragment of the Prime – Legendary Warlock Bond 

- Light of the Great Prism  – Legendary Titan Mark 

- Shattered Vault Cloak – Legendary Hunter Cloak 

  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdestinydb.com%2Fitems%2F991704636-fragment-of-the-prime&ei=ROIyVOmvBpKqyASHvYGICw&usg=AFQjCNEGGnzEOvyisLDCyR5dI2RmnO7JyQ&sig2=DJNjEArpxY45B61VMGOLdQ&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdestinydb.com%2Fitems%2F774963973-light-of-the-great-prism&ei=YeIyVIG0Io2myATDnYHYBw&usg=AFQjCNHkjnfZl3gEdMT8la-BvUOjehPVYQ&sig2=s-Fqim9EasNa-gNjHFGavQ&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.destinydb.com%2Fitems%2F2237496545-shattered-vault-cloak&ei=d-IyVO2MI4azyQTKtIGgAw&usg=AFQjCNGwCCI2fFgczHE1JUqmNbJSy0MPWA&sig2=0QxEQv3CzOZFoFdKkvhSsw&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
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6 | The Gatekeepers 
Once you’ve successfully negotiated the labyrinth and the subsequent (and admittedly pedestrian) 

jumping puzzle, you’ll find yourself outside Atheon’s room. Note that the door to his room will only 

open when all six Guardians in the raid have completed the jumping puzzle and reached the area 

outside the door. 

In order to trigger the fight with Atheon, you first have to defeat his two Gatekeepers and steal their 

Relics. Because these each exist in a different dimension, neither of which are the one you’re currently 

in, this is harder than it sounds. 

Atheon’s room consists of two portals and a central staircase arranged in a triangular fashion as 

depicted below. 

 

The room is initially filled with relatively unintimidating trash enemies (including Goblins, Hobgoblins, 

and Harpies) that can be dispatched with minimal issue. There’s also a Gatekeeper enemy that initially 

appears in the center of the room but immediately begins to teleport around the room when engaged. 

Adds will continue to spawn slowly from the central staircase area throughout the encounter. 
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When the Gatekeeper dies, your raid gains the ability to activate the two portals by standing on the sync 

plates in front of them for about 20 seconds. However, add waves (consisting of Goblins) will also 

immediately begin spawning from points near the left and right sync plate, and should you attempt to 

take control of a sync plate, Praetorians will begin spawning nearby as well.  

As with the “Opening the door” encounter, Praetorians can take control of the sync plate if they stand 

on it for a short time. If they do, the portal will close, and adds will begin coming through the portal into 

the main room. Additionally, while the Vex have control of a sync plate, it will occasionally spawn a Red 

Oracle that will (unlike the Oracles from the Templar encounter) outright wipe the raid if not killed in 

time. 

While the portals are active, Guardians can enter them to travel to an alternate version of the room in 

which the encounter takes place. Passing through the left portal (from the entrance of the room) 

transports them to the past – a brown, barren area. Passing through the right portal transports them to 

the future – a green, overgrown jungle area. Inside each portal are an assortment of adds and a 

Gatekeeper. 

Killing the Gatekeeper inside either of the portals has three effects. The first is that it will drop a Relic 

(functionally identical to the one used by the Relic carrier during the Templar encounter) that will be 

carried by a Guardian. The second is that all Guardians inside any portal – not just the one in which the 

Gatekeeper is killed – receive a debuff called “Marked by the Void.” While this debuff is active, affected 

Guardians will notice their in-game vision slowly being obscured by darkness. After about 15 seconds of 

the debuff, they will no longer see the game world at all – only their HUD. Not long after that, they’ll 

start taking steady damage and eventually die. This debuff can only be removed through the use of the 

Relic’s cleanse ability. 

The third thing that happens when an in-portal Gatekeeper is killed is that a conflux spawns in the 

central area of the original room (where any Guardians who stayed behind to open the portal are). 

When this happens, the Vex that continuously spawn from the central staircase area will assault it, and 

so will any adds that come through a portal controlled by the Vex. This conflux functions identically to 

the ones you defended prior to defeating the Templar – if four Vex manage to sacrifice themselves to it, 

your raid will die. 

The encounter ends in success a short amount of time after both portal Gatekeepers are dead and at 

least one Guardian remains alive. 

6.1 – Strategy 
Perhaps appropriately, this is one of the most mechanically demanding fights in the entire raid. 

Managing the simultaneous concerns of the two portals, the conflux, and the waves of Vex is extremely 

demanding and requires excellent raid coordination and practice on a multi-phase process. For the 

purposes of this guide, the fight has very simple beginning and ending phase that bookend Phases 1 & 2, 

and each Guardian has an assigned role for phases 1 and 2. 
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Clearing Trash 

Begin by clearing out the trash enemies that initially appear in the room as a group. Pay extra attention 

to the Hobgoblin snipers that appear near the portals, as they can one or two-shot most Guardians. Be 

sure to leave the Gatekeeper enemy (a large Hydra with no shield) alive until your raid is ready to 

proceed to the next phase. It’s not unheard of for a Guardian to die to the Hobgoblin snipers before the 

trash is cleared, so delay the killing of the Gatekeeper until any dead Guardians are revived if this 

happens. 

Once your raid is ready, kill the Gatekeeper, and the fight will move to Phase 1. 

Phase 1 – Killing the Past Gatekeeper 

Killing the Gatekeeper in Phase 1 causes waves of Goblin enemies to spawn from two spawn points near 

each sync plate, so have a three Guardian plate team take control of the Past plate and defend it. This 

will open the nearby Past portal. Leave the plate team on the sync plate to retain control of it and kill 

the incoming adds, and send the other three through the portal and into the past. 

Once inside, the portal team should kill all adds present until two Precursor Minotaurs appear (one will 

come from the left, and the other will come straight down the staircase in the center). Once these are 

down, they should kill the Gatekeeper, and one Guardian should pick up the Relic which appears at the 

top of the central stairs. All three should depart the portal as quickly as possible. Note that upon the 

death of the Gatekeeper, all three Guardians will receive the debuff “Marked by the Void”) and will 

slowly lose vision. The Relic carrier will need to cleanse the rest of the portal team (by hitting L1 / LB / 

Grenade with the affected Guardians in range) once they return to the present.  

Once the portal team has returned to the present and cleansed, Phase 2 begins. 

Phase 2 – Killing the Future Gatekeeper 

Your raid will now need to split into three teams. Since a portal Gatekeeper has been killed, the central 

conflux will have spawned, and two Guardians will need to head directly to it to defend it. Two other 

Guardians will need to move to the right (“Future”) sync plate to open it for the remaining two 

Guardians, who’ll have to enter the portal kill the Future Gatekeeper, and claim his Relic. 

The conflux team’s job is simple (if difficult) – space out around the conflux and kill anything that gives it 

a dirty look. Additionally, one of these Guardians will need to be vigilant for Red Oracles spawning from 

the Past sync plate (which will quickly fall to Vex control after Phase 3 begins), as failure to bring one 

down will wipe the raid. 

The Future sync plate team also has a mechanically simple job. Once the plate is captured, they’ll each 

take a spawn point and kill anything that comes out of it until the end of the phase. They may need to 

move around the sync plate to help each other if a Praetorian spawns, as allowing it to take control of 

the plate can be very problematic.  

The Future portal assault team has the task of entering the Future portal once the plate has been taken, 

killing any adds inside, and finally the Gatekeeper. Note that as soon as they enter the portal, they’ll be 
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immediately afflicted with “Marked by the Void” and will begin to lose vision (since a Gatekeeper has 

been killed). The Past Relic Carrier will need to use his or her Relic’s Cleanse ability periodically on 

himself or herself and the Future Portal Assault 2 Guardian while inside. 

Surviving in the Future portal is very demanding due to the presence of Hobgoblin snipers inside – this 

team should be prepared to move carefully, as a death is a difficult obstacle to overcome. However, it’s 

very easy for the Future sync plate team to be overwhelmed if the portal assault team takes too long, so 

as always, balance is king. Once the Future Gatekeeper is dead, the team should claim his Relic, return 

to the present, and cleanse the Mark of the Void debuff. This ends Phase 2. 

Defending the conflux 

Once both Relics have been captured and your Future portal assault team has returned to the present, 

your entire raid will converge on the conflux. Divide yourselves evenly around it and protect from a few 

waves of adds. This phase lasts a very short time, so blow everything – if you’re lucky, and if you’ve 

managed to keep enough Guardians healthy and nearby, this home stretch will end quickly in your favor, 

and you’ll drink from the sweet cup of… probably getting completely ripped to shreds by Atheon. At 

least the first time. 

6.2 – Roles 
As can be inferred from the Strategy section, this fight necessitates a lot of coordinated movement, and 

each Guardian will need to take on multiple roles in order to end the encounter in success. In the trash-

clearing and final conflux defense portions of the fight, all Guardians have identical roles (save for 

positioning), so designations aren’t necessary.  

Below, roles for Phases 1 and 2 are listed. A Guardian fulfilling a role in Phase 1 can fulfill any role in 

Phase 2, with one exception: whichever Guardian takes the Past Portal Assault 3 / Past Relic Carrier role 

in Phase 1 must take the Future Portal Assault 1 role in Phase 2, as he or she must use the Relic to 

cleanse himself or herself and the Guardian in the Future Portal Assault 2 / Future Relic Carrier role 

while inside the Future portal. 

PHASE 1 ROLES 

Past Plate Defense 1, 2, & 3 

These Guardians defend the Past sync plate while the Portal Assault team enters the Past portal and kills 

the Gatekeeper. 

Past Portal Assault 1 & 2 

These Guardians enter the Past portal when it opens, kill adds, and then kill the Gatekeeper. They follow 

the Past Relic Carrier out of the portal and receive a final Cleanse when they return to the present. 

Past Portal Assault 3 / Past Relic Carrier 

This Guardian enters the Past portal when it opens, kills adds, and then kills the Gatekeeper. When the 

Gatekeeper is dead, he or she claims the Relic and departs the portal, cleansing the Portal Assault 1 & 2 

Guardians upon return to the present. 
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PHASE 2 ROLES 

Conflux Defense / Oracle Slayers 1 & 2 

These Guardians head straight to the conflux and kill any enemies approaching it, giving special priority 

to Praetorians. They’re also responsible for killing Red Oracles that spawn from the Past sync plate when 

it falls into Vex hands near the beginning of Phase 2. 

Future Plate Defense 1 & 2 

These Guardians open the Future portal by standing on the sync plate and defend it while the Future 

Portal Assault Guardians are still inside. They’ll also need to move to assist one another when a 

Praetorian spawns and attempts to assault the plate. 

Future Portal Assault 1 

This Guardian (who is necessarily the Past Portal Assault 3 / Past Relic Carrier Guardian from Phase 1) 

carries the Past Relic into the Future portal and assists the Future Portal Assault 2 / Future Relic Carrier 

Guardian with clearing the adds and killing the Gatekeeper. Note that liberal use of the Relic’s Cleanse 

ability to restore the vision of the Future Portal Assault 2 Guardian is necessary. Additional, the Relic’s 

Super ability can be used on the Future Gatekeeper and its adds to make the journey considerably 

easier. 

Future Portal Assault 2 / Future Relic Carrier 

This Guardian enters the Future portal when it opens, kills adds, and then kills the Gatekeeper. They 

then claim the Future Relic and return to the present.  

SAMPLE ROLE PAIRINGS 

Guardian 1: Past Plate Defense 1 -> Future Plate Defense 1 

Guardian 2: Past Plate Defense 2 -> Future Plate Defense 2 

Guardian 3: Past Plate Defense 3 -> Conflux Defense / Oracle Slayer 1 

Guardian 4: Past Portal Assault 1 -> Conflux Defense / Oracle Slayer 2 

Guardian 5: Past Portal Assault 2 -> Future Portal Assault 2 / Future Relic Carrier 

Guardian 6: Past Portal Assault 3 / Past Relic Carrier -> Future Portal Assault 1 

6.3 – Loadouts 
Because of the diversity of the roles involved in this fight, loadouts should be highly individualized. 

However, as you gain familiarity with the encounter, feel free to adjust your loadout depending on the 

portion of the encounter that’s presenting the most challenge to you. 

In general, Guardians dedicated primarily to plate defense (especially Past Plate Defense and Future 

Plate Defense roles) will want void-type special weapons and heavy weapons to make the assaulting 

Praetorians easier to manage. Portal Assault Guardians may find that using rocket launchers in their 

heavy weapon slot is helpful, as the add packs inside the portals are dense in some cases. 
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Lastly, any Guardians assuming the Conflux Defense / Oracle Slayers 1 & 2 roles may want a high 

damage precision weapon like a hand cannon, scout rifle, or sniper rifle to manage the Oracles – if the 

weapon has the Oracle Disruptor perk, that’s even better. 

6.4 – Other tips 
 If your raid has Guardians new to the encounter, consider assigning them to the Past Plate 

Defense and Future Plate Defense roles, as these are the most tactically manageable roles. 

 The portals leading out of the past and future areas are – as of Destiny version 1.0.2 – slightly 

buggy. Occasionally, Guardians attempting to exit and return to the present will pass through 

the portal but remain in the area they left. Direct Guardians using the portals to walk through 

them rather than running or jumping, as this seems to minimize the likelihood of the bug 

occurring. 

6.5 – Loot 
Loot from this encounter appears automatically in your inventory when it ends successfully. 

Materials 

- 3x Ascendant Energy 

- 3x Ascendant Shard 

Armor 

- Hunter 

o Prime Zealot Helm – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

o Prime Zealot Cuirass – Legendary Chest 

o Prime Zealot Gloves – Legendary Gloves 

o Prime Zealot Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Titan 

o Battlecage of Kabr – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

o Kabr’s Wrath – Legendary Chest 

o Kabr’s Brazen Grips – Legendary Gloves 

o Kabr’s Forceful Greaves – Legendary Boots 

- Warlock 

o Facade of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

o Cuirass of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Chest 

o Gloves of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Gloves 

o Tread of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Boots 

http://destinydb.com/items/1096028869-prime-zealot-helm
http://destinydb.com/items/3833808556-prime-zealot-cuirass
http://destinydb.com/items/1835128980-prime-zealot-gloves
http://destinydb.com/items/1698410142-prime-zealot-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/2147998057-battlecage-of-kabr
http://destinydb.com/items/3367833896-kabrs-wrath
ttp://destinydb.com/items/3851493600-kabrs-brazen-grips
ttp://destinydb.com/items/2504856474-kabrs-forceful-greaves
http://destinydb.com/items/2486746566-facade-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/4079606241-cuirass-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/1883484055-gloves-of-the-hezen-lords
http://destinydb.com/items/3267664569-tread-of-the-hezen-lords
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Weapons 

- Corrective Measure – Legendary Machine Gun 

- Fatebringer – Legendary Hand Cannon (Hard Mode only – unconfirmed drop location) 

- Found Verdict – Legendary Shotgun 

- Hezen Vengeance – Legendary Rocket Launcher 

- Praetorian Foil – Legendary Fusion Rifle (Hard Mode only – unconfirmed drop location) 

- Praedyth’s Revenge – Legendary Sniper Rifle 

- Praedyth’s Timepiece – Legendary Sniper Rifle (Hard Mode only – unconfirmed drop location) 

  

http://destinydb.com/items/152628833-corrective-measure
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3892023023-fatebringer
http://destinydb.com/items/892741686-found-verdict
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3807770941-hezen-vengeance#MMnFZKc8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1267053937-praetorian-foil
http://destinydb.com/items/3695068318-praedyths-revenge#1.MookCHy8
http://www.destinydb.com/items/1603229152-praedyths-timepiece
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7 | Atheon, Time’s Conflux 
Immediately after the conclusion of the Gatekeepers encounter, Atheon will spawn, and unless your raid 

is supremely coordinated and experienced, he’s going to kill you in relatively short order. Your raid 

should consider returning to orbit at this point to strategize and take a breather. 

 

The Atheon fight is a cyclical two-phase encounter – a strategically demanding Phase 1 that involves 

splitting your raid into two groups with different tasks, and a unified burn in Phase 2 where the entire 

raid devotes all of their resources to damaging the boss. These repeat in sequence until Atheon falls. 

At the beginning of each Phase 1, Atheon teleports the three Guardians furthest from him to either the 

past or the future version of the room – these are the same areas that were present in the Gatekeeper 

encounter through the portals. These Guardians must kill a group of adds (the types vary depending on 

the room to which they’re sent) and a series of Red Oracles. Like the Red Oracles from the Gatekeeper 

encounter, these Oracles will wipe the raid if they’re allowed to live more than a few seconds. 

Additionally, since by this point the Gatekeepers have been sent to the Big Vex Pile in the Sky, as soon as 

they enter the past or future, all three will be afflicted with “Marked by the Void” and will slowly begin 
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to lose vision. Fortunately, the Relic dropped by the Gatekeeper is present at the entrance of each room, 

so it can be used by one of these Guardians to periodically cleanse this debuff.  

Meanwhile, Atheon stops attacking the raid, and the remaining three Guardians left behind in the 

present are forced to contend with a series of adds called “Supplicants” that spawn from alternating 

sides of the room. Supplicants are a special type of Harpy that move rapidly and explode when near a 

Guardian. This explosion typically kills any Guardian in proximity. Additionally, as with the previous 

encounter, the team in the past or future is unable to return to the present unless a Guardian in the 

present actively controls the corresponding sync plate. Thus, before the portal team is ready to return, 

one or more of these Guardians must take control of the appropriate plate. Atheon also fires at visible 

Guardians periodically for heavy damage – being on the wrong end of two or three shots is typically 

fatal. 

When the portal team concludes killing all adds in their room, including all Oracles, the entire raid will 

be granted a buff called “Time’s Vengeance” (and will receive a badass notification that reads 

“Guardians make their own fate”). While this buff is active, each Guardian’s cooldowns are massively 

reduced, and each deals a high amount of bonus damage to Atheon (but not to any other enemies). 

Additionally, while under the effects of Time’s Vengeance, Atheon will not teleport raid members to 

alternate dimensions. This provides a convenient window for the raid to apply as much damage to him 

as possible. 

Soon after Time’s Vengeance wears off, Atheon will again teleport the three Guardians furthest from 

him, and Phase 1 will begin again.  

The encounter – and the raid – ends when Atheon is dead and at least one Guardian is alive. 

7.1 – Strategy 
At the beginning of the fight, Atheon will slowly move forward from his spawn area at the back of the 

room and attack any visible Guardians. Dealing damage to him at this point is possible, but not required 

to defeat him comfortably within the enrage timer. Your raid should have assigned a portal team and a 

Supplicant team prior to the beginning of the fight. The portal team should position themselves at the 

very front of the room near the door (but behind cover to avoid taking fatal damage from Atheon). The 

Supplicant team can position anywhere as long as they’re closer to Atheon than the portal team (as he’ll 

teleport the three Guardians furthest from him). After about 15-20 seconds, Atheon will open the 

timestream, teleport the portal team away, and summon the Supplicants. 

At this point the tactical requirements of the encounter diverge for the Supplicant team and the portal 

team, and their responsibilities happen in parallel, so they’ll be discussed separately. 

The job of the Supplicant team is relatively simple – avoid Atheon’s gunfire, kill as many Supplicants as 

possible, and open whichever portal corresponds to the location of the portal team. Since opening the 

portal only takes one Guardian, the other two can position freely. However, since Atheon will not attack 

the raid while Supplicants are spawning, the two primary Supplicant killers should stay on the center 

island (depicted in the diagram on the previous page) in order to maintain range on all Supplicants. 
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However, all three Guardians should avoid proximity to Supplicants, as their self-detonation can one-

shot even well-geared Guardians. The Portal Opener is at greatest risk since he or she needs to move 

around the room to open the correct portal, but the risk can be mitigated by standing on top of the 

small pillar in the center of the appropriate sync plate – Supplicants are unable to explode and kill a 

Guardian standing here.  

Special attention should also be paid to any Supplicants near the portal being opened, as the portal 

team will eventually appear there and may not be aware of the positions of nearby Supplicants. 

As soon as the outside team receives the buff “Time’s Vengeance,” they should collapse on the center 

island between Atheon and the door to the room and open fire for the burn phase. When there are a 

few seconds left on the Time’s Vengeance buff (three to five seconds, typically), the outside team should 

leave the center island area and move to either side of it to allow the portal team to position against the 

back wall of the room. 

The portal team has a more diverse set of tasks. When teleported into the past or future, they should 

immediately notify the Supplicant team which side they’re on so that the proper portal can be opened 

and begin their tasks. One of them should pick up the Relic (which should within reach upon appearing 

in the room) while one begins clearing adds and the third prepares for Oracles. 

The Relic carrier’s primary purpose is to cleanse himself or herself and the other two Guardians so that 

they don’t lose vision while clearing the room. However, since the Cleanse ability is on cooldown for the 

first ten seconds or so that Relic is carried and since it’s a powerful melee weapon, the carrier should 

also assist in clearing adds (the jumping “Ground Pound” attack is particularly powerful source of area 

damage). As soon as the Cleanse ability becomes available, however, the Relic carrier should prioritize 

Cleansing the other two Guardians, with priority being given to the Guardian dedicated to the Oracles.  

The add-clearing Guardian’s primary purpose is to kill all non-Oracle adds in the room as quickly as 

possible. Super abilities, grenades, rocket launchers, and any other tool at their disposal should be 

employed, although they can expect to receive some initial assistance from the Relic carrier. Once all 

non-Oracle adds are down, this Guardian should stay close to the Relic carrier to receive cleanses and 

assist the Oracle Guardian with bringing down the Oracles. 

The Oracle Guardian has possibly the most critical task of all – he or she needs to quickly dispatch a 

series of seven Red Oracles that begin spawning a few seconds after the portal team enters the 

alternate dimension. While destroying the Oracles, he or she should slowly lead the team across the 

room toward the portal so that the portal team can exit as soon as possible when the last Oracle falls. 

When all Oracles have been dealt with, the portal team immediately exits the room and returns to the 

present, where they collapse on the center platform along with the Supplicant team and open fire on 

Atheon.  

While the rest of the raid burns Atheon from the vulnerable center platform, it’s critical that the Relic 

carrier use the Relic’s Cleanse ability to prevent the raid from taking damage from the boss and the 
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Supplicants. It’s technically possible to only use the Cleanse ability to negate incoming damage and use 

the Relic’s Super ability to damage Atheon, but this is risky and can easily result in a wipe. Since Time’s 

Vengeance reduces all cooldowns so extravagantly, it’s far easier for the Relic carrier to simply hold 

down the Cleanse button during the burn phase and let the remaining five Guardians attack Atheon with 

impunity. 

NOTE: It’s unclear if this is intended or not, but Atheon can, as of patch 1.0.2, damage Guardians inside 

the bubble with splash damage. There’s a pillar on the left side of the center island that he often hits, 

and damage can splash from the impact of his shots on the pillar. This happens much more frequently 

near the end of the fight when his rate of fire is increased. Thus, for maximum safety, your group should 

attempt to stand near the right side of the center island to avoid the splash damage. 

When there are a few seconds left on the Time’s Vengeance buff, the portal team should leave the 

center island area and return to the front wall of the room (near the door) to ensure that Atheon 

teleports them into the past or future. 

7.2 – Roles 
As a fitting capstone encounter for the raid, almost every Guardian has a unique role in this encounter, 

ensuring that everyone has a hand in your glorious victory over the Vault of Glass. As a general note, at 

the beginning of the encounter, all roles that are members of the Supplicant team (Supplicant Slayers 1 

& 2 and the Portal Opener) should move forward and take cover around the room, leaving the portal 

team back near the door to ensure they’re selected by Atheon for teleportation. Once he teleports the 

portal team away for the first time, the encounter proper begins. 

Supplicant Slayers 1 & 2 

These guardians are members of the Supplicant team. They position in the central area of the room 

(often on the island in front of Atheon) and focus on killing the swarms of Supplicants that spawn from 

the left and right portions of the room alternatingly while Atheon is forcing the portal team into the past 

or future. They also place special emphasis on clearing any Supplicants near the portal being used by the 

portal team to ensure the portal team isn’t killed upon returning to the present.  

When the portal team returns, these Guardians should already be in position on the center platform and 

should begin firing at Atheon. 

Portal Opener 

This guardian is a member of the Supplicant team. Like the Supplicant Slayer Guardians, he or she kills 

the waves of Supplicants. However, he or she is also responsible for opening the portal corresponding to 

the location of the portal team – if the portal team is sent to the past, the Portal Opener should open 

the left portal. Otherwise, he or she should open the right portal. It’s often best for this Guardian to 

position him or herself atop the small column in the middle of the appropriate sync plate, as the 

Supplicants are unable to rush and explode on a Guardian positioned there. 
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When the portal team is nearly finished with killing the Oracles and the Relic Carrier exits the portal, this 

Guardian will join the other members of the Supplicant team on the central island and open fire on 

Atheon. 

Relic Carrier 

This Guardian is a member of the portal team. When teleported into the past or future, he or she will 

immediately pick up the Relic (which will be in reach upon arrival). Since the Relic’s Cleanse ability will 

be on cooldown and thus unavailable for use, the carrier will aid the Add Slayer in clearing out the adds 

in the area. As soon as the Cleanse ability becomes available, however, he or she will immediately 

attempt to land a Cleanse on both the Add Slayer and the Oracle Slayer to allow them to continue to 

perform their functions (with priority being given to the Oracle Slayer – if he or she can’t cleanse both, a 

short burst will allow Cleanse to be available in a few seconds to cleanse the other). 

As the portal team makes its way across the room killing adds and Oracles, the Relic Carrier will 

continue to give periodic cleanses to the rest of the team while assisting with any remaining non-Oracle 

adds. As soon as the team reaches the last one or two Oracles, the carrier will cleanse the other two 

members of the portal team a final time and then depart the portal so he or she can be in position on 

the central island as early as possible during the burn phase to protect the rest of the raid with Cleanse’s 

shield. 

When the Time’s Vengeance buff that’s present during the burn phase has between three and five 

seconds remaining, the Relic Carrier will alert the raid that he or she is dropping the shield and then 

move to the back of the room to prepare for the next teleport. 

Add Slayer 

This Guardian is a member of the portal team. When teleported into the past or future, he or she will 

immediately use all resources (including grenades, Super abilities, heavy weapons, and whatever else he 

or she has available) to kill all non-Oracle adds in the room as fast as possible. Once the adds are down, 

he or she will stay close to the Relic Carrier to receive cleanses and assist the Oracle Slayer with Oracles. 

When the last Oracle is killed and the Time’s Vengeance buff is granted, the Add Slayer should exit the 

portal with the Oracle Slayer, join the rest of the raid on the central island, and open fire on Atheon. 

When the Time’s Vengeance buff that’s present during the burn phase has between three and five 

seconds remaining, this Guardian will move to the back of the room to prepare for the next teleport. 

Oracle Slayer 

This Guardian is a member of the portal team. When he or she arrives in the past or future, he or she 

will devote all attention and resources to killing a series of seven Red Oracles while moving slowly and 

steadily across the room toward the portal. When the last Oracle falls, the Oracle Slayer will exit the 

portal with the Add Slayer, join the rest of the raid on the central island, and open fire on Atheon. 

When the Time’s Vengeance buff that’s present during the burn phase has between three and five 

seconds remaining, this Guardian will move to the back of the room to prepare for the next teleport. 
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7.3 – Loadouts 
Similar to the Gatekeepers encounter, the diverse portfolio of roles required to succeed in this 

encounter results in highly individualized loadouts.  

However, with the potential exception of the Add Slayer and (less likely) the Oracle Slayer, all Guardians 

will probably want machine guns in the heavy weapon slot for maximum damage to Atheon during burn 

phases, preferably ones with a lengthy clip-emptying time to minimize reloading. Rocket launchers 

should not be used to damage Atheon during the burn phase, as the Relic’s shield seems to cause them 

to explode prematurely (and will likely get the firing Guardian killed). 

Otherwise, the Supplicant team will generally want high-damage precision weapons with good magazine 

capacity and relatively quick reload times in order to deal with the Supplicants quickly. Upgraded 

legendary hand cannons can nearly one-shot Supplicants with a precision strike, making them very 

valuable for this encounter. Scout rifles and pulse rifles also work well. They should also consider strong 

burst AoE grenades, as the Supplicants often clump together around the Portal Opener if they make it 

that far. 

The Add Slayer will likely want to bring a rocket launcher in his or her heavy weapon slot for maximum 

AoE burst on the adds inside the portal area. Titans and Warlocks in the Add Slayer role should also 

consider the use of the Striker and Voidwalker subclasses respectively for the same purpose. 

The Oracle Slayer should use whatever primary weapon gives him or her the best ability to kill Oracles in 

rapid succession while minimizing reload time. Weapons that drop in the Vault of Glass with the Oracle 

Disruptor perk are ideal for this, but any strong weapon with good burst will do. 

7.4 – Other tips 
 If your portal team is having difficulty downing the adds or Oracles, consider sending a Striker 

Titan or Voidwalker Warlock as the Add Slayer and/or a Gunslinger Hunter as the Oracle Slayer. 

Strikers and Voidwalkers have strong AoE Super abilities for use on the adds, and Gunslingers 

can use Golden Gun to deal with the first few Oracles that have to be killed while the rest of the 

portal team is killing adds. 

 If your raid has a Defender Titan with the Weapons of Light perk active, assign him or her a 

Supplicant Slayer role and direct them to drop their Ward of Dawn on the rear portion of the 

central island. This will allow Guardians to pass through the Ward during the burn phase and 

gain the Weapons of Light buff, which synergizes well with Time’s Vengeance. This method can 

dramatically increase the amount of damage dealt to Atheon during burn phases, and, as a 

result, dramatically shorten the length of the encounter. 

 Many portal teams find the add pack in the future room more demanding than the past one due 

to the presence of a Minotaur. Be ready for a fight if Atheon chooses the future. 

 The Relic Carrier will often find that a strong opening move inside the portal is to double-jump 

upward and press R2 / RT to perform a Ground Pound, dealing massive AoE damage to the add 

group. Use normal melee attacks to finish off any adds left standing. 
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 If the Relic Carrier arrives on the central island platform before Atheon finishes channeling his 

timestream spell, they can use the Relic’s super ability to contribute damage. They may also 

have time to launch a Super after the raid splits up at the end of the burn phase. However, 

neither of these should be done at the expense of protecting the raid with the Cleanse shield. 

When in doubt, play it safe. 

 If your raid has Guardians new to the encounter, consider assigning them to the Supplicant 

Slayer 1 & 2 roles, as these roles are relatively uncomplicated. However, they’ll need to bring 

their A-game – if your Supplicant slayers get behind, your portal team will have a difficult time 

traveling from the portals to the central island area without dying to Supplicant self-detonation. 

 The portals leading out of the past and future areas are – as of Destiny version 1.0.2 – slightly 

buggy. Occasionally, Guardians attempting to exit and return to the present will pass through 

the portal but remain in the area they left. Direct Guardians using the portals to walk through 

them rather than running or jumping, as this seems to minimize the likelihood of the bug 

occurring. 

7.5 – Loot 
Loot from this encounter appears automatically in your inventory when it ends successfully.  

Note that every Guardian is guaranteed one cosmetic item in addition to any other loot they may 

receive. It seems to be a rule that five Guardians receive the armor shader “Chatterwhite” and the sixth 

receives the jumpship or Sparrow. 

Materials 

- 3x Ascendant Energy 

- 3x Ascendant Shard 

Cosmetic Items 

- Aspect of Glass – Legendary Jumpship (Hard Mode only) 

- Chatterwhite – Legendary Armor Shader (and if you don’t put it on immediately and wear it for  

a week after you loot it for the first time, you’re a scrub) 

- Glass Minuet – Legendary Jumpship 

- XV0 “Timebreaker” – Legendary Sparrow 

Armor 

- Hunter 

o Prime Zealot Helm – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

- Titan 

o Battlecage of Kabr – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

- Warlock 

o Facade of the Hezen Lords – Legendary Helm (Hard Mode only) 

Weapons 

- Atheon’s Epilogue – Legendary Auto Rifle 

- Vex Mythoclast – Exotic Fusion Rifle (Primary weapon, Hard Mode only) 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCYQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.destinydb.com%2Fitems%2F671526061-aspect-of-glass&ei=4PYyVP_lL4qmyATT7oFQ&usg=AFQjCNFV_alxKAvPtx7tCtCI1Vjs_8fSKg&sig2=Eb-awweZpr-WZ1oj9z3rjw&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.destinydb.com%2Fitems%2F407626698-chatterwhite&ei=m94yVKHzBZafyATb2YHQAQ&usg=AFQjCNGH2ibr7zX6KOvulyWmo08HVOnFcw&sig2=Ibn2NZ0en17a2dRNN-2NeQ&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.destinydb.com%2Fitems%2F671526060-glass-minuet&ei=ZN4yVKGYMpCzyASMwoGIAw&usg=AFQjCNH4yvILs6xLqJ4jlp3WWjsMa5v18w&sig2=y8UeprU7shU3DrGYpMvRkQ&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CB4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.destinydb.com%2Fitems%2F1202967480-xv0-timebreaker&ei=it4yVJLKAti0yATDgYGoBg&usg=AFQjCNHx2W3ECk7OII9_wqD1_0-QXNk7Gg&sig2=CjYcp9tSJenQ--Pd0xkntw&bvm=bv.76802529,d.b2U
http://destinydb.com/items/1096028869-prime-zealot-helm
http://destinydb.com/items/2147998057-battlecage-of-kabr
http://destinydb.com/items/2486746566-facade-of-the-hezen-lords
http://www.destinydb.com/items/3074713346-atheons-epilogue#MMv4Um38
http://www.destinydb.com/items/346443849-vex-mythoclast
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- Vision of Confluence – Legendary Scout Rifle 

- Any exotic weapon 

 

Congratulations, Guardian! You’ve beaten the Vault of Glass. Enjoy your new loot (or your Energy and 

Shards, as the case may be) and spread the word by wearing your new Chatterwhite shader or cruising 

in your new ship or on your Sparrow. If you don’t have a regular group to run with, consider browsing 

DestinyLFG.net or /r/fireteams to share your knowledge and bring new Guardians into the Vault. They’ll 

appreciate your patience and expertise.  

Lastly, thanks for reading, and keep your eyes open for a guide from me for the new raid in December. 

  

http://www.destinydb.com/items/2149012811-vision-of-confluence#MmFFufm8
http://www.destinylfg.net/
http://reddit.com/r/fireteams
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Appendix A | The Mechanics of the Vault 
The Vault of Glass does a wonderful job of remaining cohesive throughout – it feels designed from 

beginning to end as one experience. To this end, many mechanics that you experience in the early areas 

of the raid will reappear later, and an understanding of these mechanics grants a correspondingly 

deeper understanding of the encounters in which they appear. Knowing them well can also help you 

make better snap decisions for your group when things don’t go according to plan. 

A.1 – Sync Plates 
The Vault of Glass introduces Sync Plates to the raid group in the first encounter (“Opening the door”). 

Similar plates appear during the Gatekeeper and Atheon encounters as well. Functionally, they’re 

control points that must be defended by one or more Guardians to meet the requirements of the 

encounter. However, a few subtleties govern their behavior, and understanding them can give you an 

edge. 

 A sync plate can be in three states: controlled by the raid, controlled by the Vex, or neutral. All 

sync plates in all encounters begin in a neutral state. 

 Once a sync plate comes under the raid’s control, leaving its radius won’t change its state. It’s 

safe for the capturing Guardian to move outside the plate if necessary. 

 Though sync plates inevitably come under attack by waves of assorted Vex, only Minotaurs or 

Praetorians can take control of a plate – other types of Vex can’t. Thus (as if you weren’t already 

doing so), you should focus your attention on Minotaurs and Praetorians above other types of 

Vex near your any plate you’re attempting to control. 

 If a Minotaur or Praetorian enters the radius of a sync plate, it will quickly come under Vex 

control independent of how many Guardians are also in the radius. This means that you 

shouldn’t be afraid of moving out of the radius if it helps you position better against the 

assaulting Minotaur – once it’s down, you can re-enter the radius and regain control of the 

plate. 

 Any ill effects in an encounter that are related to the sync plates don’t occur until the Vex gain 

complete control of a sync plate (which you’ll know has happened when you see the notification 

“The Vex have gained control of a sync plate” in the lower-left corner of your screen). For 

example, while progress on the Spire stops during “Opening the door” as soon as you no longer 

have control, its construction doesn’t actually regress unless the Vex gain control of the plate. 

Similarly, in the Gatekeepers encounter, Red Oracles don’t begin spawning above the plate until 

the Vex fully control it. 

A.2 – Oracles 
The raid first meets the Oracles prior to engaging the Templar directly. They’re also a critical part of the 

Templar fight and appear again in the Gatekeepers encounter and a final time in the Atheon fight.  

They’re also total butts. 

Oracles are small glowing balls of yellow or red light (yellow or standard Oracles appear in the pre-

Templar trash encounter and during the Templar fight while Red Oracles appear during the Gatekeepers 
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and Atheon encounters). They don’t move or attack, but they emit a distinct tone when they spawn and 

immediately begin casting a spell that takes about 10 seconds to complete. When this spell goes off, 

your raid will experience a detrimental effect that varies with the type of Oracle. 

If a standard Oracle completes its cast, your entire raid will receive the debuff “Mark of Negation” and 

will die unless cleansed by the Relic – for specifics on that process, review the “Defeating the Oracles” 

and “The Templar” sections. 

If a Red Oracle completes its cast, your raid will receive the notification “You succumb to the Oracles” 

and will die in short order. To add insult to injury, any Guardians killed by a Red Oracle will lose any 

Super energy they’ve stored. 

The specifics of dealing with Oracles are discussed in the appropriate sections, but in general, weapons 

capable of dealing precise damage from a distance tend to be the most useful for handling them. Also 

note that any weapons that are looted from the Vault (with the exception of exotics) have a perk that 

allows them to deal extra damage to Oracles. 

A.3 – The Relic 
The Relic first appears at the beginning of the Templar fight, where it must be carried by one Guardian 

throughout the encounter.  It shows up again during the Gatekeepers encounter and a third time during 

the ultimate showdown with Atheon. While specific strategic advice for Relic carriers will be left for 

those sections, we’ll talk about the mechanics of the Relic here so you can be ready to Captain America 

things to death when the time comes. 

The Relic is a shield and melee weapon, similar in some respects to the sword used during the “Sword of 

Crota” story mission. A Guardian who picks it up will find themselves with a third-person camera, and 

they’ll no longer be able to use their typical weapons and abilities (except enhanced jump abilities such 

as Lift or Glide).  

Instead they’re granted new ones by the Relic. While carrying the Relic, the Guardian can do the 

following: 

L1 / LB (Grenade): Cleanse (a channeled AoE “bubble” that cleanses nearby Guardians of Mark of 

Negation and prevents all incoming damage) 

R1 / RB (Melee): Dash and Bash (similar to a Hunter’s Arc Blade melee strike) 

R2 / RT (Fire Weapon): Shield Bash (a basic melee attack) 

R2 / RT (Fire Weapon) while in the air: Ground Pound (a ground slam attack that deals AoE damage) 

L1 + R1 / LB + RB (Super): Shield Blast (a large medium-velocity projectile that deals damage to the first 

target struck) 

 

Shield Blast is functionally a Super ability – its cooldown is reduced by Intelligence and is further reduced 

each time the Relic carrier kills an enemy. Similarly, Cleanse’s cooldown is reduced by Discipline. 
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Additionally, Cleanse has a cooldown of variable length that corresponds to how long it’s channeled. If 

it’s channeled for a long period, its cooldown will be much longer than it would be if channeled briefly. 

This promotes careful and accurate use of Cleanse, as a long cooldown can spell death (or at least 

confused darkness) for an unlucky Guardian waiting to have Mark of the Void removed. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: In any encounter involving the Relic, if the Guardian carrying the Relic is killed or 

switches weapons by using Triangle / Y, the Relic will drop. If no Guardian picks it up within 5 seconds, 

your raid will be instantly killed. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The Relic’s Cleanse shield acts in many respects like an even more favorable Ward of 

Dawn by preventing incoming damage but permitting outgoing damage. However, there is an exception: 

a shell fired from rocket launcher weapons from inside the shield seems to detonate on impact with the 

surface (likely killing the Guardian who fired it). It’s unclear if this is intended or not, but unless a bug fix 

is announced, Guardians should avoid equipping rocket launchers in their heavy weapon slots if they’re 

planning to fire out of the bubble (as they typically would during the Atheon encounter). 
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Appendix B | Glossary of Raiding Terms 
If you’re an old-hat raider from the era of Everquest, World of Warcraft, Guild Wars, or any other MMO 

with group PvE content, this section won’t have anything new for you. However, this guide makes liberal 

use of some terms commonly used when describing encounters, and knowing them will make the guide 

much more readable. You’ll also probably hear these terms from experienced raiders in your fireteam, 

so it’ll likely enhance your communication in-game as well. 

Add(s) 

Short for “Additional enemy/enemies,” this term describes non-boss enemies who are part of an 

encounter (or ones that enter combat after your group engages). In the Vault of Glass, this is practically 

synonymous with “enemy.” 

Buff 

A temporary effect applying to a unit (often your character in Destiny) that amplifies its attributes, 

abilities, or damage. Examples of common buffs in Destiny include Blessing of Light, Flame Shield, and 

Chain of Woe. The functional opposite of “debuff.” 

Burn (“Burn Phase”) 

A burn window or burn phase describes a portion of an encounter during which heavy damage should 

be focused on a particular enemy – often a boss. This typically happens at the expense of all other 

mechanical concerns. In Destiny, this event often merits the use of resources such as heavy weapons, 

grenades, Super abilities, and more. 

Cleanse 

This is a less universal term, but it’s often used to describe the process of removing a debuff from 

oneself or an ally. In the Vault of Glass, the primary Cleanse mechanic is the use of the Relic to remove 

the “Marked by an Oracle” and “Marked by the Void” debuffs from nearby Guardians. 

Debuff 

A temporary effect applying to a unit (often your character in Destiny) that reduces its attributes, 

abilities, or damage. Examples of common debuffs in Destiny include “Burning” (applied by Incendiary 

Knife, Scorch, and other abilities), “Poisoned” (applied by wizard enemies), and “Suppressed” (applied 

by Suppression Grenades). The functional opposite of “buff.” 

Enrage 

A mechanic present on many bosses designed to prevent undergeared or underleveled raid groups from 

exploiting weaknesses in the boss’s behavior and kill it slowly over a great length of time. In the Vault of 

Glass, both the Templar and Atheon have “soft” enrage timers that cause their encounters to greatly 

increase in difficulty after about eight minutes. 

Phase 

Describes a strategic portion of a fight. Many strategies for defeating encounters dictate certain actions 

from raid members while one portion of the fight occurs and different actions during another. These 

portions are commonly referred to as “phases.” Many encounters in the Vault of Glass (and in Destiny in 
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general) have phases. A common one is the Devil Walker enemy, which has a first phase requiring that 

damage be applied to its legs and a second requiring that damage be applied to its exposed energy core. 

Spec 

Short for “specialization,” this refers to the choices you make when customizing your character’s 

abilities and attributes. In Destiny, this amounts to your choice of subclass and your distribution of 

points within it and your chosen weapons and their settings. 

Trash 

This term refers to enemies killed between major encounters in a raid or strike. The only classically-

defined trash enemies in the Vault of Glass are those that can be killed prior to the commencement of 

the Gatekeeper encounter. 

Wipe 

The state reached when all raid members have died. In Destiny, this results in restarting the current 

encounter from the most recent checkpoint. 
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Appendix C | The Rules of Hard Mode 
Hard Mode differs from Normal Mode in the following respects: 

 Guardians cannot revive each other – if one dies during an encounter, he or she will remain 

dead until the encounter ends 

 Apart from the enemies encountered during the “Opening the door” encounter, all enemies in 

Hard Mode are level 30 (and correspondingly deal more and receive less damage from 

Guardians under 30). 

 Enemies are more numerous in most encounters. 

 The Templar detains all raid members when its shield is broken. 

 Oracles spawn in pairs during the Templar fight. 

 There are additional Gorgons in the Gorgons’ Labyrinth. Some are stationary. 

 You look extra stupid when failing the jumping puzzle. 

 When Atheon teleports three Guardians into the past or future, he detains any Guardians 

remaining in the present. 

 Additional loot is available, including legendary raid helms and new weapons. Rather than 

handing out the “Chatterwhite” armor shader to most Guardians, Atheon drops a Hard Mode-

only legendary ship. 
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Changelog 
Version Date Comments 

1.0.0 10.10.2014  At first, there was no guidebook. Now there is a guidebook. 

1.0.1 10.10.2014  Corrected a few grammatical errors 
 Fixed an issue with Oracle numbering in section 4 
 Clarified the nature of the cooldown of the Relic’s Cleanse 

ability 
 Noted Atheon’s splash damage behavior. 

1.0.2 10.10.2014  Changed “Praedyth’s Timepiece” to a Pulse Rifle 
 Moved the helm drops to Atheon hard mode only.  
 Modified the Relic section (and related references) to explain 

the controls by function as well as button for Guardians using 
the non-default control scheme.  

 Added a note in the Templar strategy section about the effect 
of preventing his teleport 

 Confirmed a couple of drop locations for “Fatebringer” 
 Cleaned up the changelog section 

1.0.3 10.10.2014  Changed all links to open in a new window by default. That’s 
crazy. I didn’t even know Word could do that. It’s kinda cool. 

1.1.0 10.13.2014  Added notes about where to get legendary void special and 
heavy weapons in 0.3 

 Confirmed drop locations for Praedyth’s Timepiece and 
Praetorian Foil 

 Added armor as potential drops for the Oracles encounter 
 Added a note about the portal bugs in the “Other tips” 

section of the Gatekeepers encounter and the Atheon fight 
 Added Appendix A (“The Mechanics of the Vault”) and moved 

discussion of the relic there 
 Added Appendix B (“Hard Mode”) – no strategy advice, just a 

list of differences 

1.1.1 10.15.2014  Converted Section 0.4 (“Glossary of Raiding Terms”) to a new 
appendix 

 Noted that not all Guardians receive their class item from the 
first Gorgon chest during their first run 

 Changed one of the examples of debuffs for clarity 
 Added a couple of notes about the interaction between 

rocket launchers and the Relic’s shield 
 Noted that the average level of your raid affects the difficulty 

of killing a Gorgon significantly 
 Added links to the 77 Wizard and THE SWARM 
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Special Thanks 
- My awesome clan Incandescence, without whom I might never have seen the inside of the Vault 

of Glass. Look for the light, Guardians. 

- Smallfry310 for proofing, producing, gathering feedback, and helping me not write shit strats 

- Datto of PrimeGuard for his helpful YouTube videos and for getting me excited about Destiny 

- PlanetDestiny.com for hosting the guide here 

- The community at /r/destinythegame for their kind words and helpful feedback that made this 

guide better 
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